Examples from the 4 datasets (top) with low (middle) and high (bottom) levels of smoothing, t, using TopoLines. TopoLines works by specifically preserving high amplitude peaks, as defined by persistent homology, and flattening low amplitude peaks in a way that produces low residual error.
A wide variety of smoothing techniques are available, each optimizing on different properties. One naïve approach is uniform subsampling, which skips data on a regular interval. While trivial to implement, the output of the approach is unstable as the interval is varied-it does nothing in particular to preserve any quality of the input data. Other commonly used methods, such as median, Gaussian, and low-pass filters, provide smoothing that retains low frequency aspects of signals but lose potentially important peaks in the data. Irregular sampling, such as Douglas-Peucker [8, 17] , does a better job preserving peaks, but it retains very little signal detail in the smoothing process.
We address the weaknesses of prior approaches by applying Topological Data Analysis to line chart smoothing by specifically retaining prominent peaks in the data. We do this by using persistent homology to capture the hierarchical relationship between peaks (i.e., critical points in the form of local minima and maxima) in the line chart. We then apply topological smoothing to the line chart to remove critical points of low importance, while retaining as much of the original signal detail as possible.
We show the benefits of TopoLines in 2 ways. First, we demonstrate that TopoLines produces predictable results by examining the l 2 -norm of the residual produced by the smoothing. We show that the simplification level of TopoLines is monotonic and linearly correlated with l 2 -norm of the residual, while many other approaches are not. Second, we demonstrate the preference for TopoLines by performing an Amazon Mechanical Turk user study comparing 4 dataset types and 5 existing smoothing techniques.
BACKGROUND: SMOOTHING LINE CHARTS
We discuss 5 classes of smoothing used in line charts. Each offers an adjustable simplification parameter, whose interpretation is approach dependent, and preserves particular properties of the input. Fig. 1(b) . See supplementary material for all data. Fig. 2(a) ) selects the median value. The level of smoothing can be increased or decreased by enlarging or shrinking the window, respectively. Median filters are particularly good at removing saltand-pepper noise [4] . However, these are exactly the types of peaks we are trying to retain with TopoLines. From a computational complexity point-of-view, repeated sorting operations are required, one per output point, making the overall performance O(n · w log w), where n is the number of data points and w is the window size.
Rank Filters
Convolutional Filters Convolutional filters are a stencil-based method, where a series of weights are applied to an input neighborhood. The Gaussian filter (see Fig. 2(b) ) is commonly used in convolutional signal and image processing [15] . It weights the input neighborhood using a normal distribution. Smoothing level is increased or decreased by adjusting the standard deviation, σ , of the distribution. The Gaussian filter can be seen as a form of lowpass filter, blurring both signal and noise from the data, producing smooth, visually appealing results. Usually the size of the window used for the Gaussian is fixed using σ as a guide. In our implementation, a window size of ±3σ ensures that we capture 99.7% of the distribution. The resulting computational complexity is O(n · σ ).
Frequency Domain Filters Frequency domain filtering converts the scalar data into a frequency domain representation, via wavelets or Fourier transform. We compare to a low-pass filter (see Fig. 2(c) ). Our low-pass filter converts the input into the frequency domain using a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) [6] . Zeroing out high frequency components smooths the output, increasing the level of smoothing by increasing the range of components that are zeroed out. Finally, the output is computed by converting the frequency domain data back to the spatial domain using an inverse DFT. Much like Gaussian filters, low-pass filters produce smooth output, in this case only retaining the specified frequencies. However, the relationship between the frequency and spatial domains is often not intuitive, as multiple frequency contribute to a single output. The computation of the DFT is O(n log n), which is also the overall complexity of the low-pass filter.
Uniform Subsampling Subsampling approaches take the original data and select a subset of data points. A common choice, due to its ease of implementation, uniform subsampling (see Fig. 2(d) ) selects points at regular intervals. Between selected points, interpolation is used, linear interpolation being the easiest case. Simplification is increased by sampling fewer points. Uniform subsampling makes few guarantees about the types of features it will preserve, unless the input is already significantly over-sampled, in which case it will retain the original signal. Computationally, uniform subsampling is very efficient taking only O(s), where s is the number of samples taken from the input.
Nonuniform Subsampling Nonuniform subsampling selects points at irregular intervals. Douglas-Peucker [8, 17] (see Fig. 2(e) ) is an example that establishes a priority queue of points by optimizing l ∞ -norm of the residual error (i.e., the difference between the original and smoothed line charts). The algorithm starts by selecting the boundary points of the input data (i.e., first and last points) for initialization and connects them via linear interpolation. Points are then iteratively added by selecting the input point with the largest distance from the current output and inserting it into the output. The process continues until a user specified threshold distance is reached. The simplification is increased or decreased by modifying this threshold. The output captured by Douglas-Peucker is reliable and predictable, in that the output will deviate no more than the specified threshold. However, it does not guarantee peaks are preserved nor does it retain additional details from the input. The worst case complexity of the algorithm is O(n 2 ), while average complexity is O(n log n).
TOPOLINES: TOPOLOGICALLY SMOOTHED LINE CHARTS
TopoLines takes cues from a number of these approaches. It requires 2 main steps. In the first step, the topology of the signal is extracted and classified using persistent homology [10] . In the second step, the output signal is smoothed by removing critical points based upon a user-selected threshold.
Persistent Homology of the Line Chart
Our approach begins by extracting the topological features of a line chart by tracking the evolution of the H 0 homology groups, i.e., the connected components, from the data using persistent homology. We try to provide a practical description of persistent homology, leaving further details and theoretical justifications to [10] .
We use the lower-star filtration of the simplicial complex, F (i.e., the points and edges), on the function f : F → R. The lower-star filtration of the data tracks the creation and merging of connected components of the sublevelset |F | i = f −1 (−∞, f i ], as f i is swept from −∞ → ∞. To calculate this, data points are sorted by f in increasing order. Points are then inserted into |F | one at a time, and if their neighboring points are already in |F | i , an edge is added. Finally, connected components are extracted efficiently using the disjoint-set data structure.
The relationship between connected components is tracked using a merge tree. When a component first appears at f i , caused by a local minimum, a new leaf node is created in the merge tree, also at f i . For example in Fig. 3(c) , the orange connected component is formed at E , and an equivalent leaf node is created in the merge tree. As the plane is swept higher, as in Fig. 3(d) , new connected components-A in yellow and C in green-are created.
When 2 components merge, representing a local maximum, a merge node is created in the merge tree at f i and connected to the merged components. In Fig. 3 (e)/3(f), the green and orange connected components merge at D , a local maximum of f . At that point, the connected components are combined and a merge node is added to the merge tree.
When a merge node is created, the merge node is paired with a leaf node (i.e., a local maximum is paired with a local minimum). In particular, it is paired with the minimum from the two merging components with the larger value. Referring again to Fig. 3 (e)/3(f), the point D is paired with the minimum from the green and orange components with the larger value, in this case point C . In other words, f ( C ) > f ( E ), therefore, [ C , D ) form a feature pair. The new merged component in orange continues on with minimum E . Similarly, in Fig. 3 (f)/3(g), at B , the value of the minimum of yellow f ( A ) and orange f ( E ) are compared, and The output from this operation is the set of all feature pairs,
Topological Simplification
The set of critical point pairs, C, is used to guide smoothing, as follows. For each pair, a measure known as persistence is calculated. Persistence is simply the difference in function value between the local minimum and local maximum of the pair, in other words,
In effect this measures the peak-to-peak amplitude.
A user specified threshold, t, provides the level of simplification by selecting all critical point pairs whose persistence is less than t, that is, {C i |p i < t}, for removal from the output.
Using critical point pairs to simplify a scalar function has been studied extensively in the context of 2D manifolds [11] and contour trees in general [5] . The observation behind these approaches is that in order to remove a pair of critical points from the function, one simply needs to "flatten" the area surrounding them. We adapt this observation to our context.
In the context of a 1D function, "flattening" equates to making the function strictly monotonic between the critical points immediately left and right of the selected critical point pair 2 . For example, in Fig. 3(a) , removing the [ C , D ) critical point pair requires modifying the function such that it is monotonically decreasing between critical points B and E . The design space of possible modifications is quite large-any monotonically decreasing function satisfies the topological constraint of critical point removal. We apply the additional constrain that we would like to otherwise modify the remainder of the function as little as possible.
To perform this simplification, we operate on the derivative of the function, f (see Fig. 4(a) ). Here, f is a dual representation of f -points in f are lines in f and lines in f are points in f . For functions to be strictly monotonic: f i > 0 for increasing functions, and f i < 0 decreasing functions. For the example pair of [ C , D ), the function needs to be made monotonically decreasing, that is, f i < 0 1 This is done by sweeping the input data and removing noncritical points. 2 Pairs with critical points on the boundary use the boundary point instead. for i ∈ ( B , E ). Practically, our approach does this by setting f i = f i if f i < 0 and f i = −ε otherwise, where ε is a small value. Finally, in order to produce the correct output, the total derivative needs to remain the same, such that ∑ f − ∑ f i = 0. To do this, any excess in the derivative is propagated equally to the left and right of the critical point pair [ C , D ), while keeping f i < 0. Finally, the output curve is calculated by integrating f into f . In Fig. 4(a) , the derivative f is calculated for the input, Fig. 3(a) . The orange point, which has a value greater than zero, is decreased because of the monotonicity constraint. The excess difference between derivatives f and f i is propagated to the blue points to the left and right of [ C , D ), resulting in the final f i in Fig. 4(b) . Finally, f i is integrated to produce the output curve in Fig. 3(b) .
The computational complexity for smoothing each pair is linear. Naïvely implemented, the worst case overall complexity is O(n 2 ). However, the computation can be made non-redundant using properties of the merge tree, improving complexity to O(n).
RESULTS
To evaluate the effectiveness of TopoLines, we compare it to 5 other smoothing methods: median filter, Gaussian filter, low-pass filter, uniform subsampling, and Douglas-Peucker (D-P).
We test our method using 4 application domains: weather, electroencephalogram (EEG), radio astronomy, and stock trends. For each domain, we tested 4 datasets. Weather is a measure of daily high temperature recorded July to July over 4 periods (20-14/15, 15/16, 16/17 , and 17/18) at a large metropolitan area airport downloaded from [27] . EEG data contains a small window of 4 (of 32 total) channels from a single subject undergoing a visual attention task and was acquired from [7] . Radio astronomy data are 4 spectral "lines" that measure the frequency and amplitude of radio waves emitted by extraterrestrial matter (i.e., gas and dust) and were downloaded from [1] . Stock trends contain daily closing values for 4 technology companies (Amazon, Google, Intel, and Microsoft) over an 8 month period starting in July 2017, collected from Google Finance. Examples for each domain, along with TopoLines smoothing, can be found in Fig. 1 .
Source code is available at <withheld for double blind review>. The complete results for all data and smoothing methods can be found in our supplementary materials.
Residual Error Comparisons
The smoothing thresholds used on each of the 6 methods (5 above plus TopoLines) have almost no relationship to one another, making direct comparison difficult. Instead, we compare properties of the residual error, as measured by the l 2 -norm, produced by each smoothing method as the threshold is varied. For a given function, f , and a smoothed version of the function, f t , with smoothing threshold t, the l 2 -norm of the residual is calculated as l 2 t = ∑ ( f (x) − f t (x)) 2 . In our experiments the range of the smoothing threshold t was manually calibrated by identifying the "elbow" of the l 2 t function of the residual for each approach and dataset.
We evaluate the relationship between t and l 2 t in 2 regards 3 . First, l 2 t should always be monotonically increasing with respect to t. In other words, as the smoothing threshold goes up, so should the residual error. Second, l 2 t should be linearly correlated to t (using Pearson Correlation Coefficient), meaning that as the threshold is modified, the level of error is predictable, in a linear sense. Table 1 shows the results. Monotonicity is categorized by monotonic, approximately monotonic (containing a drop of no more than 5% of the maximum), and non-monotonic. The results show that for our data TopoLines, along with Gaussian and low-pass filters, are monotonic, while D-P, median, and subsampling are not. Correlation is categorized by ranges of mostly correlated (0.85, 1], somewhat correlated (0.7, 8.5], and other [−1, 0.7). The results show that for our data TopoLines and D-P are mostly correlated; Gaussian and low-pass are usually but not always correlated; and median and subsampling can be unreliable. 
User Preference Study
We performed a study using Amazon Mechanical Turk to determine user preference between smoothing techniques. The study consisted of a demographics questionnaire, 4 warm-up line chart questions, 50 test questions, and 1 post-test question. Users were compensated in accordance with US minimum wage. 3 The plots of t vs. l 2 t can be found in our supplementary material. The preference questions consisted of a single task: "Click on the plot that looks most similar to the plot of the original". For this task, users were shown the original line chart at 400x200px resolution and 3 smoothed line charts at 300x150px resolution. The smoothing type and threshold were selected at random from the same ranges used in the previous section, except that 1 plot was always TopoLines. Users had 30 seconds to select a plot or an 'Unsure' button. An example is available in the supplemental material.
We recruited a total of n = 35 (12 female, 23 male) participants who completed the entire survey. The age of participants was reported as: 1- [18, 24] We tested 35 participants x 50 questions for a total of 1750. 33 results were excluded due to time expiring or users selecting 'unsure' for a total of n = 1717 results used in the analysis. The complete results, raw and visualized, can be found in supplementary materials.
We compare user preference by looking at the frequency that users selected TopoLines instead of the alternative smoothing method. Table 2 shows a summary for all datasets and filter types. TopoLines almost always outperformed Gaussian, median, and subsampling. TopoLines also outperformed D-P, despite the results being more balanced. Finally, the results between TopoLines and low-pass filter were mixed.
DISCUSSION
Based upon our analysis, TopoLines, low-pass filtering, and, to a slightly lesser extent, Douglas-Peucker all performed well. Even so, these methods have limitations, not necessarily accounted for in the evaluation. For example, low-pass filtering can develop "ringing" artifacts near the boundary, and determine the smoothing threshold in the frequency domain can be challenging. Nevertheless, the important relationship between all 3 approaches is that they tend to preserve large peaks in the data. Given this observation, TopoLines, whose primary objective is to optimize the preservation of high amplitude peaks, has an advantage. However, deeper analysis of user preference is required to fully optimize the result, particularly with respect to the large design space available with smoothing, since the only requirement is that the output becomes monotonic.
PRIOR WORK ON PERCEPTION OF LINE CHARTS
Although work has been done regarding topological smoothing [5, 11, 23] , we could find no prior studies that compared smoothing techniques in line charts. However, there have been many studies that consider overall perception of line charts.
Prior research has investigated how line chart visualizations affect user preference and ability. Techniques that optimize for graphical perception [13, 19, 24] have been shown to improve both the accuracy and effectiveness for understanding line chart data [3, 12, 14] . For example, Javed et al. evaluated the effectiveness of line charts by testing users on their ability to perform comparison, slope, and discrimination tasks for each line chart technique. The results showed that, when comparing line charts using small multiples, horizon graphs, stacked graphs, and braided graphs, user performance varied depending on the data being displayed using separate or sharedspace charts during analysis [14] .
Recent work has also been done to evaluate the influence of aspect ratio [26] , visual complexity [18] , and user interaction [2] with line charts. Wang et al. provided a robust selection method to recommend aspect ratios in line charts using the resultant vector and local orientation resolution [26] . Ryan et al. proposed a technique to quantitatively measure the visual complexity in line charts using Pixel Approximate Entropy (PAE) [18] . Adnan et al. conducted graphical perception study to measure the effectiveness of interaction during the analysis of time series data [2] .
Although line charts are a common method for visualizing one dimensional data [16] , extensive studies have been completed to determine their effectiveness compared to other chart types. One study confirmed the tendency of users to associate bar charts with discrete entities and line charts with trends [28] . A more recent study explored this hypothesis further in a multi-chart experiment [20] . They found that line charts are significantly more accurate than other charts for correlation and distribution tasks, thus, line charts are best for tasks requiring finding correlations. Finally, Wang et al. provided a method to automatically select an appropriate chart (line chart vs. scatter plot) when visualizing time series data [25] .
Other line chart visualization challenges that have been investigated include accounting for user performance when there is missing data [9, 21, 22] . For example, Song et al. demonstrated the different design choices that should be leveraged for line charts and bar graphs when estimating averages and trends that are missing values [21] .
